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 1. Hamlin Quad
 2. Dolan Center for Science and Technology
 3. Bohannon Center
 4. Grasselli Library/Breen Learning Center
 5. Boler School of Business (C Wing)
 6. Bruening Hall
  Boler School of Business
 7. Administration Center (A Wing)
 8. Kulas Auditorium
 9. Administration Center (B Wing)
 10. O’Malley Center for 
  Communications and Language Arts
 11. Rodman Hall - Admission, Advancement,   
  Business Office, Human Resources
 12. Bernet Residence Hall
 13. Millor Residence Hall
 14. Pacelli Parking
 15. Pacelli Residence Hall
 16. Dolan Residence Hall
 17. Sutowski Residence Hall
 18. Murphy Residence Hall
 19. Student Health Services
 20. Saint Francis Chapel
 21. D.J. Lombardo Student Center -
  Schott Hall and Atrium, Conference and   
  Meeting Rooms, Marinello Little Theatre,   
  Bookstore, Student Dining Room
 22. Recreation Center 
 23. Sports Center
 24. Johnson Natatorium
 25. Campion Residence Hall
 26. Hamlin Residence Hall
 27. Bracken Field - Varsity Fast Pitch Field
 28. Schweickert Field - Baseball
 29. Shula Stadium at Wasmer Field -
  Track, Football, Soccer
 30. Center for Career Services























20700 North Park Boulevard
University Heights, Ohio 44118
(216) 397-1886 (Switchboard)
(216) 397-4294 (Admission)
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KLLL " LMN KO "ML L LML ON KML O" OMP QRQ SKMP L LML TLT RO TMK
KLLO O LMO K" "MO " LMN KL KMT OT KM" QTK SOM" L LML T"Q QN PMT
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KLLL N OMP KS OKMT L LML O LMN K LMS OSK PNMK L LML KKP "Q ORMP
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KLLP O LMN OK NM" L LML N OMN " OMO KQO SKMQ O LMN KPK KO TMN
KLLS K LMP OK NMT L LML Q KM" Q KM" K"O PSMS L LML KRT KQ OLMO
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JKKK N OMP JS OJMT K KMK O KMN J KMS OSJ PNMJ K KMK JJP LQ ORMP
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"FGHAGG "HHIJJJ "HHIKHF LI#FG LIHGM ! "IJKK ! AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA
"FGGAGF "FGIMJJ JKNILGN MI#FF "KI"H" F"" AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA
"FGFAFK "H#I#F" J""IGJN "HI"H# "#IMFM HFK AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA
"FFKAF" J"#IJ"" J""IKGN "HINL" "#IJNG #LK AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA
!
"FF"AFJ JHLI"JN JJLIMJG JKIL#G "#I#HF G"L AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA
"FFJAF# #KLI"NN JGHIFJL JGILNK "MIKLN "INFM AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA
"FF#AFN #NLIMM# J"GIKMF L"IN#N #JIFLH #I"LF AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA LJIGJK
"FFNAFL #LKILNG JGMI"GF NHIGFF JJIFF" #IJKK AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA "K"IN#N
"FFLAFM NKJIF#M JMMILFJ LHIFNF ##I##J #IJKK AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA "KMIHFJ
"FFMAFH NFHIKFH #M"IKGF #JI"#" JFI"H" "IMMK AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA ""JIKLK
"FFHAFG NNMIFLK #GJI##L "FI"GF JFIJJF GFK AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA "##IH#"
"FFGAFF LKHIJ## #HMIMFL "NIKLJ #LIKKG "IMMH AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA G#ILMH
"FFFAKK NJGIH#G N""IL#" NHIFNL JNI"FL NILN# AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA "KHIKH#
JKKKAK" NKMIFML NNNILNN "LIHMJ ##IMFG JI#JM AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA "FMIMFG
JKK"AKJ NHMIG"M #HNIG#J "LILFL JJILJ" JILK" AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA JH"IGNL
JKKJAK# #KHILHM NH#I#"N "HI"LL #NI""F #I"HK AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA #NKINFF
JKK#AKN #FMIJ"F #GGIGGJ "FIKKM #JI"FG NI""# AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA #J"IJKL
JKKNAKL JKKI"HL MMNI"LF "LIGNJ J"ILNH #IKK" AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA "#GINMF
JKKLAKM #KNI"HL JM#IHKH "MIHGF "HI""L LIGNN AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA NMKI"N"
JKKMAKH JMGIJ#F "F"I""G "HIMKL "HIFK" JI#KJ JMFIH"F K JF#IGL# AAAAA
JKKHAKG JH"IKFM NJ"IFLH "GIN"G G#" NIMGL JLNINK" "JIMHL JLIMKF AAAAA
JKKGAKF J"GILKK J"KIKGL JMIMF" J#IF"H #IFJ# NKKIH#J M"IGJM "#FILHH AAAAA
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"BCDECC #FGHHI CGCFH EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BCCECB #HG#"I BGFJF EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BCBEBJ #"GCJI "JGI"F EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BBJEB" #FGKJ# ""G#JD EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BB"EBF #HG##I !!!!!!"FG#DD!L6MMN EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BBFEBH #BG"FC BGJDF EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BBHEB# KFGH"F IGD#D EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BB#EBK #BGHH" ""GC"K EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BBKEBI IHGF"K ""GKIJ EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BBIEBD IBGKBI CGICI EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
"BBDEBC IHGBFH ""GJJJ EEEEE EEEEE FHGCCJ "H" FG#BJ
"BBCEBB #DGICH ""GC#D EEEEE EEEEE FJGIFB BB "GBFJ
"BBBEJJ #BG""F ""GBKD EEEEE EEEEE "BGFJB C" FGFDK
FJJJEJ" ##G#I# "JG"HC EEEEE EEEEE FJGJDC C# FGH#K
FJJ"EJF HCGC"D "HGKDC EEEEE EEEEE "KGIDB D# FG"DD
FJJFEJH #KGIH# "JGFFI EEEEE EEEEE "#GBF" BH "GCDF
FJJHEJ# IHGBJ" "KGJFC EEEEE EEEEE "KGCB" C# "GIDD
FJJ#EJK KCGID" "#G#IJ EEEEE EEEEE "DG"II C" "GHJH
FJJKEJI KBGJIK "FG"II EEEEE EEEEE "DGHKJ "JF "GKIK
FJJIEJD #DG"H" EEEEE FG#JI "#G"FD "HG"KJ CC "G"KC
FJJDEJC #"G#FB EEEEE FGKBI KGCDI ""GCCF DC CKB
FJJCEJB #"GKBC EEEEE IG#K# IG"JB "JGCKF BI "GJKB
FJJBE"J HCGFJF HGFKH "JGKJC BGCFC DH "GJ#"
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